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Abstract
Non-functional properties of IO-streams are typically not specified and passed to the used middleware or operating
system. Knowing properties such as the expected access pattern, reliability, and visibility for data would allow a better
storage resource selection by the infrastructure and thus could improve overall performance. With pragma annotations,
we let developers declare the intended data access for their file descriptors and automatically redirect the corresponding
input/output to the most appropriate storage device of the user’s system. Our automatic resource selection lets applications
leverage system storage capabilities better, often delivers improved performance (in some cases by orders of magnitude),
and relieves uninformed users from having to make the best choice manually.
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1 Introduction

An HPC (High-Performance Computing) system or clus-
ter contains a hierarchy of different storage devices with
various characteristics. From the locally available volatile
ramdisk and non-volatile RAM, SSD (Solid State Drive),
HDD (Hard Disk Drive), and RAID system [35, 37] of the
nodes to the shared network filesystems such as Ceph [43],
Lustre [29], or NFS [7]. Each of these options provides
particular properties that suit them for distinct use cases.
Some storage options provide redundancy and erasure cod-
ing (RAID, ZFS [6], Ceph) to ensure the reliability of data,
while some other options prefer performance to reliability
(XFS [42], ramdisk).

From the application’s perspective, some data should be
kept persistent, while other data are needed temporarily and
locally or are written for archival reasons but require global
visibility. Persistent data may need redundancy or has to
be stored tamperproof. Access to input/output data may be
random or sequential.
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Applications usually do not bother to deal with the com-
plexity of choosing the right storage device for their specific
use cases and requirements. They also do not reveal their
intended use to the operating system or middleware. Hence,
their input/output (short I/O or even IO) activity does not
match well with their requirements on reliability, perfor-
mance, and cost. The application developers have insight
into the application’s IO behavior/demand, though, they are
unaware of the underlying IO infrastructure on the user’s
side. Hence, the IO destinations are usually chosen by the
uninformed user regarding the IO demand/infrastructure.

We developed IOSIG, a GCC plug-in, to specify non-
functional properties of IO. IOSIG then transparently redi-
rects IO activities to the optimal storage option at compile-
time considering the particular storage device characteris-
tics of a system (Sect. 2). We define a notion to declaratively
specify non-functional IO properties for file descriptors us-
ing pragmas (Sect. 3). We recognize available block devices
and their properties via a config file and/or an automated
process (Sect. 4). We introduce an algorithm to derive the
cost of different block devices considering several parame-
ters to guide the later resource selection in Sect. 5. We inject
code to redirect IO to the device that matches the specified
non-functional IO properties best (Sect. 6) and demonstrate
the gained performance improvements in several usage sce-
narios in the evaluation (Sect. 7).
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Fig. 1 Describing file descriptors using pragmas

2 Design

We provide a mechanism to describe the IO streams of
an HPC application by defining a set of parameters using
C/C++ pragma notions. A pragma notion describes the file
descriptor below it (see Fig. 1). The file descriptors can be
described using several parameters to declare whether its IO
activity resembles more a random or a sequential pattern,
whether the data is temporary or persistent, and many other
aspects of the IO stream. Sect. 3 elaborates on different
parameters that can be defined using pragma notions.

On the system side, we need to detect the visible storage
devices of the system along with their properties. This is
done by an automated process looking for visible block
devices and fetching their properties as much as possible,
combined with a configuration file providing information
that cannot be detected automatically (see Sect. 4 for more
details). To consider reliability, we use the Mean Time To
Data Loss (MTTDL) [20] metric of storage devices and
define it based on the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) [38]
and Bit Error Rate (BER) [12, 33] of the particular storage
hardware (SSD, HDD, etc.).

For each IO stream, our algorithm constructs and evalu-
ates performance models for different storage devices, con-
sidering the defined parameters for the IO stream and prop-
erties of storage devices. Based on the performance models,
the optimal storage option is chosen (see Sect. 5). Then, the
IOSIG plugin injects code into the HPC library/application
at compile-time to redirect its IO streams to the optimal
storage devices (Sect. 6).

3 Declaring IO Demandwith IO Signatures

Each group of parameters defined by a pragma on top of
a file descriptor is denoted as the IO signature and has
the pragma namespace sig (see Fig. 1). In a sig pragma,
the following parameters can be defined: global or local
to determine the required visibility of data. For jobs using
multiple machines, a redirected global (shared) IO desti-
nation will be the same in all processes/machines of the
job. Hence, concurrent IO between processes on the same
file remain working with pragmas redirecting shared IO;

Fig. 2 Defining and using IO signatures

random or sequential to define whether the IO activity of
the file descriptor is dominated by a random or a sequen-
tial pattern; persist or temp to indicate whether the data is
temporary or not; size-per-IO(<val>) to define the typical
size of write/read chunks of the data; totalsize(<val>) to
define the total size of the data; MTTDL(<val>) denotes
the desired reliability of the data in terms of the mini-
mum required Mean Time To Data Loss of the storage
system; availability(<val>) defines the desired maximum
probability of losing the data during the job’s lifetime. This
is another way of representing reliability and can also be
directly computed from MTTDL when the job duration is
known; archive to indicate that the data is mainly written
for archival purposes and seldom read. A low-performance
but durable storage device would be fine; tamperproof to
indicate the data should not be altered later and should be
protected, e.g., with ROM storage or blockchain (‘archive’
and ‘tamperproof’ are not the main focus of this paper and
the evaluation).

While the behavior of a file descriptor can be described
with a sig pragma notion, there may be cases where several
file descriptors in a library or application share the same or
similar behaviors. For this case, another pragma namespace
sigdef can be used to define a signature and give it a name.
Then, each sig pragma can refer to the name of a defined
signature and may even overwrite some parameters of the
signature for its file descriptor as shown in Fig. 2.

4 Characterizing Storage Capabilities

To expose the system’s visible storage devices and their
properties to our tool, we model the storage systems as
illustrated in Fig. 4. We consider storage systems of a ma-
chine on the granularity of locally established mount points.
A mount point has a block device (simple or complex), a file
system, and possibly a label (specifying mount points for
archive, tamperproof data, etc.). A file system has a block
size, a maximum file size, and an ECC level (Error-Correct-
ing Code) indicating the maximum number of correctable
bit errors per sector. On the other hand, a block device has
its input and output bandwidths, latency, capacity, and path
(on /dev). A block device could be formatted with a filesys-
tem or not. The MTTDL of a file on a block device depends
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Fig. 3 Sample system devices

on the file size, the device’s characteristics, and maybe the
used filesystem. Moreover, a block device could be simple,
complex, or a partition.

A simple block device points directly to an SSD, HDD,
RAM, etc. while a complex one is composed of multi-
ple sub-devices, e.g., a RAID system containing two or
more other block devices, or a block device with a network
filesystem operating on block devices of multiple storage
nodes. A partition of a block device has an owner block de-
vice (the owner cannot be another partition). Fig. 3 shows
a sample of visible system block devices according to the
output of the lsblk command. It represents a RAID 0
storage system composed of two partitions on two disks
(simple block devices) along with two normal partitions.

Higher-level storage systems such as NFS, Lustre, or
Ceph can be taken into account as well and are modeled
as complex block devices. The properties of such devices
are determined by our plugin using benchmarks, Linux, or
system-specific utilities. This way, properties of these sys-
tems such as the number of disks and disk models backing
such a storage system, the actually used replication degree,
sustained IO performance via the network, etc. (see also
Sect. 4.2) could be determined.

4.1 DerivingMTTDL of Storage Systems

A simple block device (HDD, SSD, etc.) has a Mean Time
To Failure (MTTF) addressing the failure frequency of the
device (e.g., HDD operational failures [12, 13], SSD chip
failures [3, 32], etc.), and a Bit Error Rate (BER) [12]. Bit
errors in sectors can be corrected by the error-correcting
code (ECC) of the file system if they do not exceed the
maximum correctable errors per sector. Otherwise, they are
uncorrectable. The Uncorrectable Bit Errors Rate (UBER)
is computed as follows [33]:

UBER =

PN
n=E+1

�
N
n

�
� BERn � .1 − BER/N−n

N − E
(1)

where N is the sector size and E is the maximum number
of correctable errors per sector. For a complex block device
consisting of multiple block devices (e.g., disks) MTTDL
is defined by constructing Markov models [17] according

to the internal (graph-)structure of the complex block de-
vice (e.g., Ceph network of storage nodes, Lustre, RAID-0,
RAID-1, etc.) and using MTTF, BER, and MTTDL of
the sub-devices in the Markov model. For instance, the
MTTDL value for MDS (Maximum Distance Separable)
erasure codes tolerating m fails out of m + n drives (e.g.,
XOR [22, 35], Reed-Solomon [11], etc.), considering the
MTTF, UBER, and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) of the
disks (sub-devices) is computed as follows [23]:

MTTDL =
�m

d.d − 1/.d − 2/:::.d − m/�m.� + h�/
(2)

where d = m + n (total number of disks), � = 1=MTTF,
� = 1=MTTR, and h = size � UBER. Replication with k

replicas could be imagined as a special case of the n + m

scheme with n = 1 and m = k − 1. Eq. 2 can be used
to define MTTDL of different reliability schemes (erasure
codes, replication) performed by network file systems such
as Ceph, NFS, and Lustre on a network of storage nodes as
well as locally operated reliability on multiple local disks
such as RAID and ZFS [6]. For MTTDL values of non-
MDS codes refer to [20, 23]. A file on a simple block de-
vice (single disk) with no redundancy/parity/ECC is not
considered as reliable. For a file on a complex block device
(or its partitions), MTTDL is computed using MTTF and
BER of its sub-devices according to Eq. 2. Another way
of representing reliability is the probability of losing data
during a given time (e.g., job’s lifetime). This is directly
defined using the MTTDL of the file and by the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) [34, Sect. 1.3.6.2. Related
Distributions].

4.2 Gathering Device Characteristics

Fig. 4 shows parameters of block devices, mount points,
and file systems. Some parameters can be determined

Fig. 4 Class model for storage systems
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automatically and some of them require information
from the user (configuration file). We determine the pa-
rameters using configuration file (MTTF, BER, volatile,
global/local, label (for mount points), max_filesize (file
system), archive, tamperproof ), benchmarking [4, 25,
28] (latency, random/sequential read, and write band-
widths), system inspection (mount_point, device_path,
capacity, block_size, format), and computation (MTTDL
and availability). However, the user can still overwrite the
automatically determined parameters using the configura-
tion file.

5 Matching Demand and Resources

Sect. 3 characterized the IO demand of a job using a set
of parameters, and Sect. 4 investigated the capabilities of
available mount points in the system. In this section, given
the parameters of the job’s IO demand and the capabilities
of different mount points, we provide a mechanism to select
the optimal mount point as the IO destination that satisfies
the desired IO demand and delivers the most throughput.
We distinguish between constraint and descriptive parame-
ters for an IO demand specification. A constraint parameter
requires the destination to meet a specific condition. For in-
stance, global requires the chosen block device to be glob-
ally visible (shared among all processes). Constraint param-
eters are global, persistent, MTTDL, archive, tamperproof.
On the other hand, a descriptive parameter describes the in-
tended IO behavior and usage, e.g., random/sequential, and
size-per-IO. To select the optimal storage location, first, the
available mount points are filtered by whether they satisfy
the given constraint parameters. Then, among the remain-
ing choices, a cost model describing the throughput for the
specified workload is evaluated for each choice, and the
mount point promising the highest throughput is chosen.

For a simple block device (SSD, HDD, etc.) the maxi-
mum read/write bandwidth promised by the manufacturer
can be used. For complex block devices (e.g., RAID, Ceph,
etc.), the maximum bandwidths can be derived with bench-
marks. In addition to the bandwidth, each IO operation has
a latency before being performed. There are mainly two
types of latencies, the operation- and seek-latency. The op-
eration latency of each IO call occurs due to the delays/
instructions of the OS, device, network, etc. Additionally,
there will be an average seek latency for HDD in the case of
random-access IO. Hence, HDDs have, for a fixed data size,
a higher latency overhead with smaller size-per-IO and the
achievable throughput is reduced. SSDs have much lower
operation latencies compared to HDDs and have negligible
seek time. Additionally, SSDs offer much more IOPS (IO
operations per second) than HDDs [5]. The maximum IOPS
is given by the manufacturer.

We use further parameters to model the performance of
storage systems: Each mount point has a specific block
size bs and the OS has a page size ps. An IO operation
of size size-per-IO will be transferred to the storage device
in chunks of size cs = max.ps; bs/. If the size-per-IO is
not a multiple of cs or is smaller than cs, then, for the
remaining part of data (less than cs), the OS reads cs amount
of data from the file at the corresponding offset, replaces
the modified/inserted data in the chunk and writes it again.
Therefore, for each IO operation of size size-per-IO, if size-
per-IO is not a multiple of cs, the total amount of data
written will be ts = dsize-per-IO=cse�cs, along with a read
of size cs [18]. Otherwise (size-per-IO divisible by cs), there
will be no read amplification and ts = size-per-IO. Hence,
IO operations of size size-per-IO not divisible to/smaller
than cs, require some extra reads and writes, and thereby
deliver less performance.

The total cost to perform the IO of size size-per-IO is
tIO = l + ts=wbw + d � cs=rbw with l = seek latency +
operation latency, d = .size-per-IO % cs Š = 0/ (0 if di-
visible, 1 otherwise), and rbw=wbw the announced maxi-
mum read/write bandwidths (regardless of the latency, ac-
cess pattern, block sizes, and the size-per-IO). We assume
seek latency = 0 for sequential IO accesses and for SSD,
Ramdisk, etc. With tIO being the duration of performing
each IO call, the job could issue at most 1=tIO IOs per sec-
ond (IOPS). Given the maximum IOPS of a device and the
fact that by each IO operation, size-per-IO amount of ac-
tual data is transferred to the device, altogether, the total
throughput (transferred data per second) of a mount point
is determined as follows:

t = min

 
1

l + d ds
cs e cs

wbw + d cs
rbw

;
max-iops

d + 1

!

� ds (3)

where ds is size-per-IO, cs = max.ps; bs/ is the block/page
size of the mount point/OS, l , rbw, wbw, and max_iops
are the average latency (seek latency + operation latency),
the maximum read and write bandwidths, and the maxi-
mum IOPS of the block device, respectively. The value of
d is 0 if ds is divisible to cs. Otherwise, ds = 1, in which
case, each write operation performs one additional read op-
eration. Hence, at most max-iops/2 write operations could
be performed per second. Sect. 7 shows that this model
conforms to our real benchmarks of different storage de-
vices quite appropriately. Eq. 3 is used to select the mount
point with the maximum throughput among the remaining
mount points after filtering the non-satisfying mount points
according to the given constraint parameters.
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6 IO Redirection

To let an application use another storage location than in-
tended, we support two methods to redirect IO. One for
compilable source code and another for binaries.

6.1 IO Redirection at Compile-Time

To enforce the use of the optimal storage location selected
according to Sect. 5 for compilable programs, we inject
a piece of code into the application at the place of the de-
fined pragmas at compile-time. Fig. 5 shows the simplified
code that is injected into the application at the location
of the pragma definition. If the target file does not exist
already, a symbolic link [1] pointing to the optimal des-
tination (see Sect. 5) is created with the original filename
of the ‘open’ call of the file descriptor. As a result, the
IO stream of the file descriptor is automatically redirected
to the optimal destination. Finally, the close(fd) call
actually closes the file at the optimal destination.

There are several advantages of using pragmas to de-
scribe IO and define parameters. The source code remains
compilable and executable without the IOSIG plugin. When
the plugin is available, the same application can benefit
from optimized IO without additional changes. On the other
hand, adding some pragmas to an existing application at
its expensive IO initializations (calls of open(...), fopen(...),
etc.) is a low barrier an application developer or expert user
could easily pass.

IOSIG is implemented as a GCC pass plugin. GCC com-
piles and optimizes a source code by calling a sequence
of passes [19, Passes and Files of the Compiler] each re-
sponsible for a specific task. First, the parsing pass [19,
Parsing pass] transforms a specific source language (C,
C++, Fortran, Ada, Go, etc.) to a generic tree represen-
tation. Then, the generic representation is transformed into
the GIMPLE [31] representation (a representation that can
be optimized) [19, Gimplification pass]. Next, several opti-
mization passes (IPA, high-level, low-level) are performed.
Finally, the code is translated into the machine language.
To interfere with the compilation process (i.e., parse the
custom pragma notions, inject redirecting codes), we im-
plemented some extra GCC passes and registered them at
the proper positions in the sequence of GCC passes (using
the GCC pass manager [19, Pass manager]).

The optimal destination is determined by the IOSIG plu-
gin after lexing the pragma and fetching the defined pa-
rameters for the file descriptor. To lex pragmas we created
a pragma handler (handling the sig and sigdef pragma no-
tions) that is registered as the PLUGIN_PRAGMAS callback
of GCC [19, Registering custom attributes or pragmas].
Our pragma handler uses the GCC lexer to parse the de-
fined pragmas, fetch the parameters, and to generate errors/

Fig. 5 Injected code at the place of the pragma

warnings if necessary. To make the necessary code changes,
we implemented a GCC pass that is called by GCC after the
gimplification pass and before the optimization passes. Our
pass constructs the GIMPLE representation of the codes to
be injected. As Fig. 5 shows, an if statement checking the
existence of a file, and a symlink call within the if state-
ment is added. The first argument of the symlink call is the
optimal destination, which is determined considering the
parsed pragma parameters. The second argument is fetched
directly from the open.filename; :::/ call in the source code.
The generated GIMPLE code is inserted into the source
code’s GIMPLE representation at the pragma’s location. If
the symlink function is not declared by the source code, we
declare it in GIMPLE so we can use it.

6.2 IO Redirection of Binaries

If the source code or the knowledge to read the code of an
application (to add the pragma definitions to it) is not avail-
able, we redirect the IO streams of the executable binary
by other means. This approach requires the user to know
the IO behavior of the application, i.e., the IO destinations
of the application and the parameters that describe their
desired IO behavior.

We provide an executable of IOSIG that receives a path
(non-optimized IO destination of the application) along
with different parameters as input (IO behavior descrip-
tion) and creates a symlink at the given path pointing to
the optimal destination on the optimal mount point. This
preparatory IOSIG executable can be called multiple times
to create symlinks for each IO destination of the applica-
tion. Then, the application is executed as usual and per-
forms its IO without knowing about the created symlinks
at its destinations. The symlinks redirect the IO transparent
to the application. After execution, a finalizing executable
transfers the actual data from the optimal to the desired
locations.

While the source code of the application is not needed
for this approach, it requires knowledge about the exact IO
destinations of the application and the respective IO be-
haviors to provide the IOSIG parameters. Contrarily, in the
case of the pragmas, the probably well-informed developer
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Table 1 System properties

CPU 2� Intel Xeon 6138

Memory 192GB, page size 4KB

NVRAM 2� 16GB 1RX4, NVDIMM-N

SSD 2�, 240GB SSD, Dell 512n, 6GBs−1

RAID1, DELL PERC H730P Mini

HDD 2TB, Seagate ST2000LM015-2E81, xfs

Home (shared) 3.7TB, NFS4 (v4.1), 1GB Ethernet

RAID1, 2� 4TB HDD SATA 6Gbs−1

Hitachi HMS5C4040BLE640

rsize=1MB, wsize=1MB, proto=tcp

Network Intel X710 Quad Port 10Gb SFP+

OS CentOS Linux release 7.5.1804

packs the parameters describing the intended IO into the
application’s source code.

7 Tests and Evaluation

Table 1 presents the properties of the system we used for
our experiments and Table 2 shows performance properties
of the storage systems we evaluate our plugin on (maximum
write and read bandwidths, operation- and seek- latencies,
maximum IOPS, etc.). The user does not need to provide
all this information as we designed a benchmarking mech-
anism that automatically determines most of the required
information about devices. As Table 2 shows, our fastest
device is the ramdisk with a limited capacity of up to 1GB.
Files larger than that (see totalsize pragma, Sect. 3) or hav-
ing the demand for persistent or global storage will be redi-
rected to other devices. The HDD and NFS are the slowest
devices, but provide the largest capacities among the other
choices. The shared NFS is the only global device in our
system. The NVRAM is the fastest persistent device, and
Raid 1 provides reliability.

7.1 Analytical Model Evaluation

We choose the optimal storage device for a particular IO
demand based on our cost model (Sect. 5). Fig. 6 com-
pares the model of Eq. 3 to the actual costs of writing data
chunks for several chunk sizes and different storage de-

Table 2 Properties of storage devices

Device Max r/w bw Op. lat. Seek lat. Max IOPS Free space Visibility Persistent

Ramdisk 2.3 =2.4GBs−1 0.001ms 0s 800.000 1GB local no

NVRAM 1,7 =1,7GBs−1 0.1ms 0s 9000 2GB local yes

Raid1
(2�SSD)

430 =415MBs−1 0.11ms 0s 6000 4GB local yes

HDD 130 =125MBs−1 150ms 0.02s < 10 1.5TB local yes

Shared NFS 105 =103MBs−1 0.4ms 0s 1000 1TB global yes

vices of Table 2. We use the command-line utility dd [28]
to repeatedly generate IO with different chunk sizes (size-
per-IO). With doubling chunk sizes between 512B to 1GB,
Fig. 6a and b illustrate a good match between our model
and the actual experiments in all devices.

Fig. 6a shows for both, the model and the experiments,
that the shared NFS delivers higher throughput than the
HDD for chunks smaller than � 100MB, but for chunks
larger than that, the HDD delivers better performance.
While the HDD suffers from a higher latency than the
shared NFS, it can deliver a higher maximum bandwidth
(Table 2). Hence, for larger data chunks, the higher band-
width outweighs the HDD’s higher latency compared to the
shared NFS. Our plugin chooses the optimal device in such
a scenario according to the given size-per-IO without re-
quiring the user/developer to know about the details of the
underlying IO infrastructure (see Sect. 7.3 for a practical
use-case).

With linear increments of the chunk size between 2 to
256KB, Fig. 6c presents the model and experiments of the
shared NFS exposing effects of block size on the through-
put. We see harmonical variations of the throughput reach-
ing peaks and troughs every 22KB, the internal blocksize
of the device. Such blocksize can be determined by either
calling some simple OS commands (e.g., creating an empty
file and checking out the consumed storage space), or by
performing some benchmarks for more complex cases (e.g.,
network file systems). We determine the closest block size
match for complex block devices automatically by bench-
marking and our plugin takes them into account when it
chooses the optimal IO destination for a given size-per-
IO. Effects of block and page size of 4KB can be seen in
Fig. 6d–fthat compare model and experiments with chunk
sizes between 512B to 32KB on several devices. Alto-
gether, Fig. 6 confirms our model to predict the IO through-
put well enough for finding the optimal destination for an
application’s IO in general.

7.2 Workload and Test Scenario

To study our plugin with different access patterns, we de-
veloped a sample C/C++ program for image manipulation.
We use the simple PGM [36] format that stores, after a short
header for width and height of the image, byte-wise linear
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a b c

d e f

Fig. 6 Storage performance model vs experiments for different chunk sizes. a SSD (Raid1), HDD, Shared NFS, b Ramdisk, NVRAM, c Shared
NFS blocksize effects, d SSD (Raid1), Shared NFS small IO, e Ramdisk, NVRAM small IO, f HDD small IO

grayscale values (0–255) for each pixel without complex
encoding or compression. We used this format merely to
generate IO operations with different access patterns. The
data could also be imagined as large matrices filled with
values. We perform IO operations synchronized, i.e., the
data is flushed to disk for each chunk. This should gener-
ate more stable, general, and objective results and reduce
potential side effects of different operating systems (cache,
memory, data size, etc.). Although, as we determine stor-
age devices’ performance characteristics automatically us-
ing benchmarks (Sect. 7.1), our plugin also handles more
specific scenarios involving different cache effects of the
OS and various system properties. The user can comple-
ment or override the values in the configuration file.

IO operations are performed in different chunk sizes
(size-per-IO) ranging from several kilobytes to several gi-
gabytes. We will perform write operations with and with-
out seeking (random/sequential) on several storage devices
(local, global, persistent, temporary). We will show how
our algorithm chooses the storage device for different IO
demands and we will present the runtime improvement
achieved by using our plugin.

Fig. 7 A simplified view of the application

We use three transformations on PGM images, illustrated
in Fig. 8, in our test application to generate different access
patterns. Posterization (Fig. 8b) writes the results chunk-
wise into the output file (chunkwise sequential access). Di-
viding a picture (Fig. 8c) requires strided IO accesses with
seeking regularly to specific distances: every 2k-th data
chunk (k 2 N � 0) is written on the upper half of the
file (seek to the offset k), and every .2k + 1/-th data chunk
is written on the lower half of the file (seek to the offset
totalsize=2+k). Image shuffle (Fig. 8d) shuffles the chunks
of the input image (chunkwise shuffling) by inserting them
at (pseudo) random places into the output file (seek to uni-
formly distributed offsets) to produce random-access IO.
After computing each chunk, the chunk is flushed to disk.

7.3 Plugin Evaluation

Fig. 7 shows a template of how our application uses pragma
notions. We perform our image transformations and test the
effects of different pragma annotations.

Posterization: Chunkwise Sequential Access. Fig. 11a in-
spects the mentioned tradeoff between the local HDD and
the shared NFS devices for an application with and without
the pragma notions. The application loads a 6GB input im-
age, posterizes it (Fig. 8b), and writes the output file chunk-
wise (sequential chunks) in 16MB to 2GB chunks. The
corresponding pragma notion inserted for 16MB chunks
is:
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Fig. 8 Producing different write-operation behaviors. a Original input
picture, b Posterized picture, c Divided picture, d Shuffled picture

The totalsize pragma excludes the local SSD and
NVRAM as storage devices due to capacity reasons, and
Ramdisk is not considered due to the persistent pragma.
The only devices capable of storing the output are the
shared NFS and the local HDD. For chunks smaller than
� 100MB, the optimal device would be the shared NFS,
and the local HDD otherwise (see also Fig. 6a). We com-
pare the overall runtime for different chunk sizes with and
without pragma annotations when the application intends
to use the local HDD vs. the shared NFS (Fig. 11a). With
our pragma definitions, the fastest storage device is chosen
for each particular chunk size automatically, independent
of the initially targeted storage device of the application.

Divided Pixels: Strided Access.We evaluate how pragma
parameters redirect the IO when performing regular seeks
and writes into the upper and lower partitions of the output
image. The size of the input image is 1GB, and the IO
accesses are performed chunkwise (size-per-IO = chunk,
write and sync each chunk) in the range of 32KB to 32MB.
The destination of the output path is on the local HDD,
which undoubtedly delivers poor performance. We aim
to show how destinations are chosen for different given
pragma notions, and how those improve the application’s
lifetime. The inserted pragma notions ps1 to ps4 are
listed in Fig. 10.

For 1GB storage size, all our devices could be used. As
the accesses involve seeking, we use the random property.
The parameter set ps1 can only be satisfied by the shared
NFS, due to the global parameter. For ps2, global is
not required, but the shared NFS could still be chosen as the

Fig. 9 The pragma of chunkwise sequential access

optimal device. Instead, ps2 requires a minimum MTTDL
of 20 years for 1GB. Our RAID 1 system with 2�SSDs
achieves more than 100 years according to our reliability
model of Sect. 4.1 (see Sect. 7.4 for details). Without a reli-
ability demand, ps3 needs the data to be stored on a persis-
tent device (persist), which excludes the Ramdisk, but
leaves us with NVRAM, which is the fastest persistent de-
vice. Finally, if reliability and persistency are not required
(ps4), then the Ramdisk will be chosen here.

Fig. 11b confirms the outlined device choices. The ap-
plication’s lifetime is improved by applying different pa-
rameter sets in the pragma notion. Run on HDD without
pragmas and in chunks of 512KB takes more than 5 min-
utes. The ps1 pragma (using NFS) improves the lifetime
massively (14379ms), ps2 (local RAID) improves it fur-
ther (2519ms), ps3 delivers the results within 1448ms, and
ps4 achieves the best performance (818ms) by using the
Ramdisk.

Shuffled Image: Random Access. For random access
involving uniformly distributed seeks of random lengths,
Fig. 11c shows similar results compared to the strided IO
access for the sets of parameters in Fig. 10. For small
chunks, the application faces dramatic performance degra-
dations, especially with the local HDD (as expected).
Altogether, we see that the pragma notions successfully
redirect IO to the appropriate device considering the IO
demands and device characteristics.

The shown experiments used totalsize of 1GB and 6GB
respectively. We also ran experiments with larger sizes and
longer application runtime gaining analog results compared
to the presented plots. As one can derive from Fig. 11a–c,
the runtimes for each measurement point ranges from at
least 6 seconds up to more than 16 minutes already for the
smaller sizes.

7.4 MTTDL Evaluation

In a Monte Carlo [27] simulation we emulate faulty storage
devices to confirm that the MTTDL model of Sect. 4.1 ap-
propriately estimates storage reliability. To simulate a faulty
environment, each device faces failures according to its

Fig. 10 Pragma notions for strided IO experiments
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a b c

Fig. 11 Producing different write-operation behaviors. a Redirected IO: local HDD vs shared NFS, b Redirected IO: Strided IO access for different
values of size-per-IO, c Redirected IO: Random-access IO for different values of size-per-IO

given MTTF and produces bit errors with the given BER.
We assume an exponential failure distribution as suggested
by [15, 30]. Fig. 12 compares the modeled MTTDL of dif-
ferent RAID systems with the simulated values. An MTTF
of 10 years per device is assumed [26]. The bit errors with
the rate (BER) of 10−6 (one bit-error per 128KB) are cor-
rected by ECC, which fixes up to 2 bit-errors per 512-bit
sectors [33]. This results in a UBER value of � 10−14 (one
uncorrectable bit-error per 10TB) that is often quoted by
the HDD and NAND-based storage manufacturers [33]. The
recovery is assumed to take one day [20].

The simulations and model of Sect. 4.1 match properly
(Fig. 12). As expected, larger data have lower MTTDL
(more bit errors). For instance, 1TB has an MTTDL of
15 months on RAID5 and 12 years on RAID1. TheMTTDL
and availability (computed using MTTDL and the job’s life-
time) parameters of our plugin specify minimum values of
them for a file.

We used existing models to describe the MTTDL of stor-
age devices to demonstrate that IOSIG is beneficial in this
context as well, and guiding parameters are not limited to
access patterns.

8 RelatedWork

Declarative methods have a long tradition in data manage-
ment to decouple the general aim of a task from implemen-
tation details. Most prominently, the SQL query language

Fig. 12 MTTDL as a function of the data size

expresses the desired result of a query but does not specify
how to obtain it and thus leaves a database management
systems (DBMS) enough room for query optimization, the
use and maintenance of indexes, data layout choices, etc.
Such decisions typically take the performance characteris-
tics of the system-at-hand into account, often in the form of
reasonable assumptions, experience, or performance mod-
els.

DBMSs typically optimize IO, for example, by different
means such as query optimization, blocking, or maintaining
cold, warm, and hot IO on different storage devices [9,
10, 16, 41]. While a DBMS may not know how it will
be used, as that depends on its usage, it probably knows
some expected characteristics for its own data structures and
storage locations, such as transaction logs, hot, warm and
cold data. Especially, when the data size is large, the logging
overhead can become significant [21]. Versioned NoSQL
databases often aim for large, sequential, and append-only
IO access to their data structures [39]. Typical IO patterns of
data management systems could be characterized using the
introduced pragma parameters as follows, showing that the
proposed approach also can fit to data management systems:

� hot data: small size-per-IO, random, persist
� warm data: medium size-per-IO, persist
� cold data: large size-per-IO, persist, archive
� DB logs/journals: small size-per-IO, sequential (ap-

pend-only)
� DB tx rollback logs: med. to large size-per-IO, sequen-

tial (append-only)
� DB tables: random (in-place changes), persist
� versioned NoSQL:medium to large size-per-IO, sequen-

tial (append-only), persist

By annotating the different IO streams of a database sys-
tem with their characteristics using pragma parameters
in advance, the devices to use for them can be chosen
wisely—supporting the overall database performance. This
location selection is orthogonal to other IO optimizations
of typical data management systems.
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Declarative specifications are not limited to be beneficial
in DBMSs. For example, Stiemer et al. [40] propose to au-
tomatically choose and steer the partitioning and replication
degree in a Cloud setting based on the application require-
ments, application properties, and infrastructure properties.
This structure resembles our approach to some extend: we
describe the application requirements and properties using
pragma parameters (Sect. 3), and fetch infrastructure prop-
erties using configuration files, benchmarking, system in-
spection, and computation (see Sect. 4.2). MapReduce [8]
is another example to specify data processing in a declara-
tive manner. To improve MapReduce performance and save
disk space, Xiong et al. [45] leveraged the ‘hotness’ of data
for data placement for Hadoop jobs. In contrast, we consider
the existing storage devices and their capabilities on a lower
level. Afify et al. [2] introduce an algorithm to specify hot
and cold IO patterns from the workload using data mining.
Thereupon, the hot data is maintained in main memory and
the cold data in a cheaper/slower storage device. Similarly,
Won et al. [44] exploit information gained from execution
traces and their classification to perform pre-fetching and
grouping for improved IO in the context of soft real-time
systems. Whereas, we aim for giving developers the capa-
bility to pack their knowledge on the expected IO in the
source code (i.e., describe the hot/cold IO using parame-
ters) so that it can be considered to select the best fitting
storage device. Expressing the desired reliability in terms
of MTTDL is another example of declarative specification.
For multilevel checkpoint restart, Gholami et al. [14] used
MTTDL in a hierarchy of storage devices to select the level
for the next checkpoint creation.

To gain performance models and understand IO charac-
terization, IO workload of SSDs were analyzed and investi-
gated by Yagdar et al. [46] confirming read and write ampli-
fication as well as the effects of block- and page sizes on the
IO throughput. Huang et al. [24] constructed a black-box
model for performance prediction of SSDs based on their
hardware architecture, using machine learning, and statis-
tical approaches. Our cost model remains independent of
specific hardware devices and delivers a general cost esti-
mation in a more abstract way. We aimed to have a general
cost model that is accurate enough to select the best fitting
storage device among different choices (see Fig. 6).

9 Conclusion

We presented IOSIG, a set of pragma definitions to declare
non-functional properties of file access. Our implementa-
tion takes these pragmas into account, automatically selects
the most appropriate storage device, and redirects corre-
sponding IO to this device transparently for the user. With
pragmas, the source code remains compilable also when

IOSIG is not available. We offer the functionality for bina-
ries, too. The approach in general is neither limited to the
GNU compiler collection nor to the C/C++ programming
language. Pragma extensions can also be implemented for
LLVM, for example, and pragmas are common also in other
compiler-based programming languages such as Fortran,
Ada, and Go. Our evaluation showed that applications using
IOSIG often achieve better performance (in some cases by
orders of magnitude) with more informed resource usage.
We also evaluated our plugin with different types of storage
devices, such as NFS, NVRAM, and RAID, to demonstrate
its flexibility for complex block devices.
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